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neuroglia definition of neuroglia by medical dictionary - neuroglia noo rog le ah the supporting structure of nervous
tissue consisting in the central nervous system of astrocytes oligodendrocytes and microglia called also glia adj adj neurog
lial neu rog li a n rog l this word is grammatically singular avoid the mispronunciation neurogli a nonneuronal cellular
elements of the, neuroglia definition of neuroglia at dictionary com - neuroglia definition a class of cells in the brain and
spinal cord that form a supporting structure for the neurons and provide them with insulation see more, neuroglia biology
britannica com - neuroglia any of several types of cell that function primarily to support neurons the term neuroglia means
nerve glue in 1907 italian biologist emilio lugaro suggested that neuroglial cells exchange substances with the extracellular
fluid and in this way exert control on the neuronal, neuroglia boundless anatomy and physiology - key takeaways key
points neuroglia in the cns include astrocytes microglial cells ependymal cells and oligodendrocytes neuroglia in the pns
include schwann cells and satellite cells astrocytes support and brace the neurons and anchor them to their nutrient supply
lines, difference between neurons and neuroglia - neurons vs neuroglia the nervous system is made up of two major
types of cells known as neurons and neuroglia however many have an understanding that there are only neurons in the
nervous system and the supporting cells are forgotten therefore it would be ideal to go through some important information
about these two
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